
Tech Sheet

Fabric Guard
Fabric Protector

Product Description:

Unlike other retail and commercial fabric protectors,
Fabric Guard’s polymer formula is drawn in and around
each fiber shaft. The polymer then cures. This is not just
a coating that sits on top of  the fabric. It actually
penetrates each fiber and cures to create an impenetrable
bond.
This not only provides optimum protection but also
lubricates fibers. Lubricating the fibers retards the
normal rate of  abrasion that causes them to fray. Fraying
is what causes the fabrics to fade and loose their
brightness. So, Fabric Guard keeps the fabrics looking
bright and like new.
Fabric Guard is unique in that it repels both water-based
and oil based staining. Most products are just water re-
pellents. They only repel water-based items (cola, tea,
coffee). If  an oily substance gets on the fabric, it will
easily penetrate and stain. Our unique formula repels
both types of  soils, which keeps carpets cleaner and 
easier to clean.
Fabric Guard is a unique water-based formula with zero
VOC’s. It surpasses all State and Federal regulations.
Once cured onto the fabric, the product is completely
inert and hypoallergenic. So, it won’t cause a rash or skin
irritation.
Use Fabric Guard for protecting all fabrics, carpets,
seating etc., in autos, boats, aircraft and motor home
applications.

Advantages:

� Repels both water and oil based stains
(Coffee, Tea, Soda, Motor oil, etc.)

� Protects fabric from fraying
� Water-based formula
� Product contains zero VOCs
� Safe on all fabrics
� Easy to use and effective
� Exceeds all State and Federal regulations 

Part Numbers:

� 1 gallon bottle  # 16-114
� 5 gallon tighthead # 16-115
� 55 gallon plastic drum  # 16-118

Directions:  
1.  Carpets and fabric should be clean and dry prior to

applying Fabric Guard.
2.   Spray product liberally being careful to apply product

evenly onto the surface.
3.   Brush with a soft brush to make sure product is

evenly distributed and fabric is wet with product.
4.   Allow product to dry for 2 hours.
5.   Once product is dry, vehicle can be used.  Product

will take approximately 24 hours to fully cure and 
provide full protection from staining.        
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